
2012-16  Hyundai  Genesis  Coupe  Sway
Bar Install – By GCoupe de Ville
The Hyundai Genesis coupe is one of those cars that quietly keeps impressing critics and
owners over and over. Lately, it seems as though all the FR love has gone in the direction
of the FR-S / BRZ but that’s not to say that the Hyundai Genesis has disappeared.

But a here’s a brief re-cap.
As you can see, the STILLEN Hyundai Genesis sway bars are not only beefed up from the 
factory, but we give you the ability to adjust how much stiffness you would like to dial in.

STILLEN Hyndai Genesis sway bars vs. Factory sway bars
You can also see that sway bars bolt up perfectly to the factory mounting points. Also note the 
quality of welds on the bars. One thing I should mention is that all of our sway bars are made 
RIGHT HERE IN HOUSE AT STILLEN!  Since we make everything here in the building in Costa 
Mesa, CA, we have the ability to hold the quality of our products to the highest standard and 
inspect parts at every step of the production process.

https://www.carid.com/stillen/


STILLEN sway bar bolt up perfectly to the factory mounting points
His quick write up on his initial impressions express exactly what our sway bars were 
engineered to do:
“I went for a short test drive after the install and let me say even though I had the track 
suspension this is a HUGE step forward. The car just Feels tighter even when I’m driving it in a 
straight line and it corners like a dream. In the turns the back end is just pleading to drift out with 
how I set my bars up. Overall I love the upgrade!”

Check out the collection of performance suspension parts we offer.

https://www.carid.com/suspension-systems.html

